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Insights & Analysis
• A plurality of voters believe Michigan is on the wrong track (47%), and Independents are split 

39-50% for RD/WT. This points towards opportunities for Republicans, especially in a post-
Dobbs world and considering the negative advertising being dumped on Republicans. 

• On the generic ballot for Congress, the Republican has a 3-point lead and a 9-point margin 
among high-interest voters (50-44).

• Among Independents, the generic is R+5.
• Donald Trump’s image (-10% net fav; 48% very unfav) is MORE favorable overall than Biden

(-12% net fav; 50% very unfav).
• Gretchen Whitmer has higher name identification, and her image (+3% net fav) was the highest 

of those tested. Tudor Dixon has a high name ID for a first-time candidate but she starts slightly 
underwater (-6% net fav). 

• Ballots:
• On the ballot for Governor, Whitmer/Gilchrest lead Dixon/Hernandez by only 4-points 

(48-44). Independents are split at 43%, while high-interest voters break for Dixon (48-
47%).

• On the ballot for Attorney General, Nessel leads DePerno by 2-points (45-43). Nessel
wins Independents (43-40%) while high-interest voters break for DePerno (46-47%).

• On the ballot for Secretary of State, Benson leads Karamo by 6-points (48-42). Benson 
wins Independents (46-38%) while high-interest voters are split at 46-47%.



We are closing in on 20% of already cast votes; a third of 
the senior vote already baked in

How do you plan to vote in the November election for Congress, Governor, and local offices?



A plurality believe Michigan is on the wrong track, 
especially those outside the Detroit media market

Generally speaking, would you say things in Michigan are headed in the right direction or off on the wrong track?



A generic Republican starts with a 3-point lead and closes 
in on 50%

If the elections were held today, and you had to make a choice, would you vote for the Republican or Democratic candidate for U.S. 
Congress?



A majority of Michiganders are very unfav on Biden

Do you have a favorable or unfavorable opinion of Joe Biden?



Trump is underwater but to a lesser degree

Do you have a favorable or unfavorable opinion of Donald Trump?



Whitmer maintains a net positive image thanks to women

Do you have a favorable or unfavorable opinion of Gretchen Whitmer?



Tudor Dixon is upside down with Independent voters

Do you have a favorable or unfavorable opinion of Tudor Dixon?



…which translates to underperformance on the Gov ballot

If the general election for Governor was held today, and you had to make a choice, who would you vote for? 



DePerno (AG race) is the best down-ballot GOP performer

If the general election for Attorney General was held today, and you had to make a choice, who would you vote for? 



Karamo for SoS is the weakest Republican candidate

If the general election for Secretary of State was held today, and you had to make a choice, who would you vote for? 
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Segmentation Analysis

Latent class analysis was used to determine if there are groups of respondents that emerge in the survey. The segments/groups 
created are examined in terms of difference in demographics and question responses and named based on the dominating 
characteristics within the group.
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Demographics
Sex Age Range

46.0% 
Male

54.0% 
Female

41.1% have at least
a College degree

Household Income

Education Race/ Ethnicity

Religion

Sample size: 640

Partisanship

Geo - DMA

General Election X of 4

57.8% have no college degree


